Early Learning Standards - Parent-Friendly

Foundations for Reading

Parent-Friendly Standards Examples

Develops interest in books and motivation to read (LDC-8)

Use and share books; listen to stories, engage in reading behaviors

Develops book knowledge and print awareness (LDC-9)

Hold book upright; turn pages one by one from front to back; recognize
print; identify their name

Comprehends and uses information presented in books and other print Imitate language in stories; Connect self to events in books; ask and
media (LDC-10)
answer questions about the story
Develops phonological awareness (LDC-11)

Enjoy and identify rhymes; repeat patterns in poems; recognize first
sounds in some words

Interest in learning alphabet; recognize and name many letters; knows
Develops knowledge of the alphabet and alphabetic principle (LDC-12) some letter sounds

Foundations for Writing

Parent-Friendly Standards Examples

Draw and write to represent ideas or letters; Share thoughts for an adult
Uses writing and other symbols to record information and communicate to write; Engage in writing behaviors such as writing name, using
for a variety of purposes (LDC-13)
materials at writing center, etc.
Use knowledge of letters in their attempts to write (LDC-14)

Use known letters or approximation of letters to write name; familiar
words

Use writing skills and conventions (LDC-15)

Use a variety of writing tools; Imitate adult writing to form letters

Learning to Communicate

Parent-Friendly Standards Examples

Participates in conversations and understands communications from
others (LDC-1-3)

Understand communication from others; Respond to requests; Follows
multistep directions; Participates in conversations; Ask and answer
questions

Communicates thoughts, feelings, and ideas clearly (LDC-4)

Use words to communicate; Adjust how they communicate to meet social
expectations; Speak clearly enough to be understood by most

Describes familiar people, places, things, and events using grammar
well and responding with a growing vocabulary (LDC-5-7)

Speak in full sentences to describe familiar people, places, things, and
events; Repeat familiar songs

Foundations for Number Sense, Algebraic Thinking, and
Geometry and Spatial Understanding

Parent-Friendly Standards Examples

Compare items using words such as "more than" and "less than" in small
sets of 5 up to 10 objects by matching and counting items; recognize
difference in groups such as forks, spoons, utensils; tell what number
Demonstrates beginning understanding of numbers and quantity during comes next or what number came before another number; Make
play/other activities (MTE-1)
connections with number words and/or numbers to number of objects.

Demonstrates beginning understanding of numbers and operations
during play/other activities (MTE-2)

As objects are observed and counted, ask questions such as "How many
do we need?" and "How many more do we need?" with daily activities
children connection to such as counting the number of extra snacks
needed for new players on their team; show different ways to show a set
of 5 objects broken apart or put together.

Demonstrates beginning understanding of sorting, describing,
extending, and creating simple patterns during play/other activities
(MTE-3)

Sort up to 10 objects either by color, size, shape, or quantity; create
simple patterns that repeat themselves such as AB,AB, AB or red/blue,
red/blue and repeat the pattern using concrete objects.

Begins to identify, describe, classify, and understand shape, size,
direction, and movement during play/other activities (MTE-4)

Use position words like in, on, over, under; use shapes such as square,
prism, circle, sphere, triangle, pyramid to represent real objects ("I glued
a circle and a square on my picture to make a house."), describe
characteristics of shapes ("That's a triangle; it's pointy.")

Demonstrates beginning understanding of repeating the use of an
object to measure and of data analysis through comparing and
interpreting data during play/other activities (MTE-5)

Use describing words such as short, tall, long, heavy, big to describe
size, length, or weight; compare objects by size, length, or weight; Use
simple measuring tools with guidance such as a ruler or a cup; describe
the weather as hot or cold.

Uses mathematical thinking to solve problems in their everyday
environment (MTE-6)

Seek answers to questions, example: figure out how to build a bridge or
create a pattern using Legos; draw shapes in a pattern, begin explaining
how a math problem was solved ("I counted four friends who didn't have
crackers so I got four more.").

Early Learning Standards - Parent-Friendly

Cognitive Development

Parent-Friendly Standards Examples

Explore objects (weigh an object); show understanding (Example: One
block is heavier than another); know difference between fantasy and
Uses their senses to construct knowledge about the world around them what is real; match familiar objects like shoe and sock, brush and paint,
(CD-1)
hammer and nail.

Recalls information and uses it for addressing new situations and
problems (CD-2)

Make predictions about what might happen next based on previous
knowledge or experience; explain why things happen using what they
know; share logical conclusions about familiar situations and materials
using senses.

Demonstrates the ability to think about their own thinking: reasoning,
taking perspectives, and making decisions (CD-3)

Identify pretend or fantasy (Example: "Let's pretend we're going on a
trip."); Express differences (Example: "I like ketchup and you don't.");
work on project using problem solving.

Demonstrates knowledge of relationships and roles within their own
families, home, class, and community (CD-6)

Talk about family members and their relationships to each other and
shared experiences.; recognize and identify roles of community helpers
such as police, fire fighters, garbage collectors, doctors, dentists.

Recognizes that they are members of different groups (e.g., family,
preschool class, etc.) (CD-7)

Identify and express self as part of several groups such as, "That's my
family," or "I'm in Ms. Emily's class."

Identifies and accepts similarities and differences between self and
others (CD-8)

Show acceptance of different cultures and people who are different from
themselves as well as people who are similar; talk about different family
members (Example: "I live with my Grandma and Shanika lives with her
Mom and Dad.";

Describe places (Example: "My house is big and trees are in my yard," or
"The playground has swings and a sandbox."); Show awareness of
needs like food, clothing, shelter, or need for rain gear on a rainy day;
Explores concepts connected with daily experiences in their community demonstrate positive social behaviors such as sharing, taking turns, and
(CD-9)
following rules.
Collect items and classify them by color, size, shape, and texture;
Describe needs of plants and animals such as sunlight, water, food; take
Observes and describes characteristics of living things and the physical responsibility for the care of living things; participate in caring for
world (CD-10)
environment and explain why it is important with guidance and support.
Represent knowledge of scientific exploration through drawing, modeling,
building, movement, asking questions, comparing, observing and
describing physical characteristics of objects; with adult support and
Explores the world by observing, manipulating objects, asking
guidance, make and check predictions through observations and
questions, making predictions, and developing generalizations (CD-11) experiments.

Approaches to Play and Learning

Shows curiosity and expresses interest in the world around them;
seeks to understand the world around them (APL-1-2)

Parent-Friendly Standards Examples
Demonstrate interest in mastering new skills (e.g. writing name, building
skills, etc.); Ask questions about things that interest them; Use what they
know from experience to understand what is happening now (e.g. get an
umbrella to go outside because it is raining)

Engages in increasingly complex play demonstrating creativity,
imagination, and inventiveness (APL-3-4)

Plan more complex pretend play and use/create a variety of props; Use
new knowledge and skills during play related to things learned in class;
Make up stones, songs, games, etc. during play

Willing to try new and challenging experiences; uses a variety of
strategies to solve problems (APL-5-6)

Express belief that they can do things that are hard; Seek new
challenges; Think about different ways to solve a problem and describe
how they solved a problem to another person

Demonstrates initiative, maintains focus, and persists in challenging
activities (APL-7-9)

Show increasing independence in making choices; Set simple goals that
extend over time, make plans, and follow through ("Let's make a rocket
ship. We need blocks."); Focus on a task, stay engaged with the task or
shift attention back to the task after having been diverted from it
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Emotional and Social Development

Parent-Friendly Standards Examples

Demonstrates positive sense of self and expresses confidence in what
they can do (ESD-1-2)

Describe in detail about themselves (Example: "My eyes are brown." "I
am tall."); express awareness as members of different groups (Example:
"There's Kirby from my class."); choose to spend more time in preferred
activities, stick with challenging tasks, express opinions such as "I'm a
good friend." or "I can run fast."

Forms positive relationships with familiar adults and other children
(ESD-3-4)

Seek out trusted teachers and caregivers as needed (for emotional
support, physical assistance, social interaction, problem solving, and
approval); form positive relationships; ask for help; Interact with other
children by taking turns and resolving conflict, form and maintain
friendships with other children of diverse cultural backgrounds.

Demonstrates social and behavioral skills needed to successfully
participate in groups (ESD-5)

Follow social rules and routines; Balance own needs with needs of
others; Express respect for all people; Use a variety of strategies to solve
problems and conflicts

Identifies, manages, and expresses their feelings (ESD-6)

Express a range of emotions with face, body, voice, words; Manage and
express feelings effectively; Give reasons for feelings; Use problemsolving strategies when feeling angry/frustrated

Recognizes and responds appropriately to the needs and feelings of
others (ESD-7)

Show awareness that their behavior can affect feelings of others; Choose
to show respect most of the time

Motor Development

Parent-Friendly Standards Examples

Develops the large muscle control and abilities needed to move
through and explore their environment (HPD-4)

Performs movements smoothly such as skipping, balancing on beams,
hopping; Move quickly through environment and stop (run fast, pedal
fast); Is aware of own body in relation to other people and objects while
moving

Develops the small muscle control and hand-eye coordination to
manipulate objects and work with tools (HPD-5)

Draw and write with smaller figures and more detail (faces with features,
letters, letter-like forms); Use hand-eye coordination (fasten clothes, cut
shapes); Use tools that require strength with small muscles (spray bottle,
hole puncher)

Self-Care and Safety

Parent-Friendly Standards Examples

Is aware of their needs and can communicate their needs (HPD-6)

Ask adults for kind of help needed; Use strategies to calm themselves

Develops independence in caring for themselves and the environment
(HP-7)

Do tasks to take care of indoor and outdoor learning environment (puts
things away when asked to clean up); Describes the value of good health
practices (wash hands to get rid of germs, drink milk to build strong
bones)

Develops awareness of basic safety rules and begins to follow them
(HP-8)

Avoid potential dangers; Follow safety rules; Identity people who can help
(police, firefighter, nurse)

